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EvtGen status
➡Generator package specialised for heavy-flavour hadron decays  
➡Used as well inside simulation of b jets 
➡Contains about 130 decay models implementing specific dynamics of 

various decays 
➡Maintains detailed decay table with large number of explicit decays 
➡Known decay branching fractions do not add up to 100%, remainder is 

filled up by generating quark configurations and passing those to Pythia8 
for fragmentation 

➡ Fraction of decays passed to Pythia8 depends on particle (b-baryons rely 
more on Pythia8 than others) 

➡ τ decays simulated using TAUOLA 
➡ PHOTOS used for simulation of final-state radiation (FSR) 
➡ Source code stable over past 10 years (most changes due to addition of 

new models) 
➡Recently went through some modernisation and clean-up 
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Code issues
➡Reasonably good design  

❖ based on interaction with SW engineer looking through code to make it 
thread safe 

➡But it has lot of small things, which can be improved with modern C++ 
features 

➡Code uses lot of different styles as contributions came from different 
people 

➡ There is quite some duplication in code for some models 
❖ Often same physics model just different form-factors 

➡Documentation definitely requires improvements 
❖ Lot of decay models added after initial phase are missing from any 

documentation
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Code issues
➡Modern CPUs do not necessarily increase speed of single core, but rather 

pack more cores to CPU 
❖ Particle physics simulation can be easily parallelised by doing different 

events on different cores 
❖ But with more core, memory per core decreases and often one needs 

multithreading to benefit 
➡ Experiments (main users) are moving their simulation frameworks towards 

multithreading and so they need all components to be thread safe 
❖ Does not help much EvtGen itself, but aims at decreasing memory 

footprint 
➡ Some challenges from external dependencies like PHOTOS and TAUOLA 

❖ With understanding that Pythia8 is thread safe
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PHOTOS in EvtGen
➡ PHOTOS is commonly used in almost every 

decay 
➡ Profiling shows a significant amount of CPU 

time consumption in PHOTOS itself  
➡Conversion EvtGen « HepMC also significant 
➡ Similar conversion happens inside PHOTOS 
➡ Probably half of CPU time effectively spent on 

conversion 
➡Need to try bypassing HepMC to estimate 

possible gain 
❖ Usually ~1/3 of EvtGen CPU time spent 

on FSR simulation
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Testing framework
➡ Simulation needs testing and validation after 

structural changes due to code consolidation 
and implementation of thread-safety   

➡ Tests (in different formats) existed only for about 
40% of the 130 decay models 

➡Migrated all tests and added new ones to a 
common testing framework  

➡ Implemented automatic recognition of tests to be 
run depending on changes (still to be refined) 

➡ Finalised first working version with tests for all 
models 

➡Will require to add new tests for each new model 
➡Was holding some other changes 
➡While developing this, we discovered couple of 

issues with some decay models
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Thread safety
➡Help from Heather Ratcliffe and Chris Brady (SW engineers) 
➡Code executed in parallel cannot modify its state 
➡ Internal limitations: 

❖ Global random number generation 
❖ Global instance of particle properties and decay table 
❖ Decay models modify their state 

➡ External limitations 
❖ PHOTOS and TAUOLA are not thread safe (authors are exploring 

options, but without clear timeline) 
❖ TAUOLA could be potentially replaced with Pythia8 
❖ Need to think about alternatives for FSR
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Thread safety
➡ First version in hands 

❖ Simplest possible modifications 
❖ Change static objects to static const 

where possible 
❖ Global singletons made thread-local 
❖ Serialised (muttered) calls to PHOTOS 

and TAUOLA 
➡ All tests we have has passed 
➡ Performance gain very limited by external 

dependencies 
➡With per event/particle seeding of random 

number generator fully reproducible results 
independent of number of threads 

➡ Further work needed and identified
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τ decays with Pythia8
➡ In addition to multithreading limitations, spin-

state information of τ not propagated between 
EvtGen and TAUOLA:  
❖ TAUOLA expects τ from W, Z, γ or H, not 

from B 
❖ needed for analyses sensitive to τ polarization 

➡ Simulation of τ decays with spin-state 
propagation possible with PYTHIA8 using HME 
(helicity-matrix element) amplitude model.  

➡Main EvtGen « Pythia interface ready 

➡Need to iron out conversion of helicity/spin basis 
(and initialization)
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Further improvements
➡Decay table would be better global rather than thread local but it contains 

decay models which modify their state 
➡ All currently have to provide two functions:                                            

virtual void decay( EvtParticle* p ) = 0;                                                   
virtual void makeDecay( EvtParticle* p, bool recursive = true ) = 0; 

➡ These need to be made const 
➡ The first one is called only from the second one 
➡makeDecay function is non-const only because of decay function 
➡Have proof-of-principle that we can actually achieve what we need, but will 

have to touch every decay model, requires lot of work 

➡ Finish τ decays with Pythia8 
➡ Investigate alternatives to PHOTOS (Sherpa/Herwig++ have 

implementation of FSR)
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Decay table update
➡Update of decay table difficult due to unavailability of good input data 

❖ PDG does good job of collecting all measurements 
❖ Does not have good metadata and often one has to go back to papers 

to understand exact meaning of the measurement 
➡Basically impossible to make automatic update 
➡ Some time ago I made test of possible way out by tuning Ds decay table 
➡Rather then update all branching fractions, generate Ds decays and 

compare individually measured decays to WA (PDG) 
➡ Tune worst offenders until χ2 becomes reasonable or does not improve 

because of conflicting information 
➡ Ignore inclusive branching fractions in this, but check them at the end of 

process 
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Decay table update
➡Before tuning χ2/ndf=963.1/72 
➡ After tuning total χ2/ndf=57.8/72 
➡ Significant improvement 
➡Decays with pulls above 2σ are: 
➡Ds →f0(980)π+ with f0(980)→K+K- 
➡Ds→2Ksπ due to tension with 

Ds→K*(892)+K0 

➡Ds→KS2π+π- 

➡Ds→f0(1710)π+ with f0(1710)→K+K- 

➡ Idea works reasonably on charm 
➡Would be good to repeat exercise for all 

bottom and charm 
❖ Have to see how it will scale to larger 

number of decays
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Figure 1: The pulls of for various decays of D+
s meson in Sim09 compared to the RPP [1]. The

numbering on the x axis corresponds to the numbering of modes in the RPP. The left plot shows
all decay modes compared while the right plot details on 10 worst cases.

are 10 decays with pulls larger than 5� in either direction from the world average with44

further 12 decays with pulls between 2 and 5�. The worst 10 decays are:45

• Missing decay D+
s ! �⇢0⇡+ with �! K+K� with pull of �5.0� with respect to46

world average of �56 = 0.0065± 0.0013.47

• Missing decay D+
s ! �a1(1260)+ with �! K+K� and a1(1260)+! ⇢0⇡+ with pull48

of �6.3� with respect to world average of �57 = 0.0075± 0.0012.49

• Inclusive decay D+
s ! ⌘0 anything with rate almost double of the world average of50

�10 = 0.103± 0.014 and pull of 6.5�.51

• Decay D+
s ! K+K⇤0 with K⇤0! K+⇡� with pull of �6.5� with respect to world52

average of �39 = 0.0261± 0.0009. The rate in Sim09 decay table is about 0.02.53

• Non-resonant decay D+
s ! K+⇡+⇡� with rate about 4 times higher than world54

average of �97 = 0.00104± 0.00034 and pull of 9.0�.55

• The decay D+
s ! K+⇡+⇡� including resonance contributions is too high compared56

to world average of �91 = 0.0066± 0.0004 corresponding to pull of 9.9�.57

• The decay D+
s ! ⌘0⇡+⇡0 is about 2.5 times higher than world average of �84 =58

0.056± 0.008 yielding pull of 10.0�.59

• The decay D+
s ! ⌧+⌫⌧ rate is significantly smaller than world average of �21 =60

0.0548± 0.0023 corresponding to pull of �10.1�.61

• The decay D+
s ! K⇤0⇡+ with K⇤0! K+⇡� is about 3 times higher with respect to62

�94 = 0.00142± 0.00029 resulting in pull of 10.2�.63

• The decay D+
s ! K+K+K� is too high compared to the world average of �103 =64

0.000218± 0.000021 giving pull of 11.9�.65

The changes to the decay table are (in no particular order):66
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Figure 2: The pulls of for various decays of D+
s meson after tuning compared to the RPP [1].

The numbering on the x axis corresponds to the numbering of modes in the RPP. The left plot
shows all decay modes compared while the right plot details on 10 worst cases.

• Set branching fractions forD+
s ! ⌘e+⌫e andD+

s ! ⌘0e+⌫e to 2.39% and 0.84%. These67

are slightly above the world average values of (2.29± 0.19)% and (7.4± 1.4)⇥ 10�3
68

in order to remain also consitent with measured sum of the two branching fractions69

which is (3.03± 0.24)%.70

• Set the branching fractions for D+
s ! �µ+⌫µ, D+

s ! ⌘µ+⌫µ and D+
s ! ⌘0µ+⌫µ to71

2.2609605%, 2.4845082% and 1.1186726%. They are all slightly larger than RPP72

values of (1.9±0.5)%, (2.4±0.5)% and (1.1±0.5)%. As all the measured values have73

large uncertainty, setting the branching fractions slightly higher helps to preserve74

unitarity without significant increase in �2.75

• Set D+
s ! ⌧+⌫⌧ branching fraction to RPP value 5.48%.76

• Set D+
s ! ⌘⇡+ BF to RPP value (1.70 ± 0.09)% and D+

s ! ⌘0⇡+ to 3.8924003%.77

The BF to ⌘0⇡+ is slightly lower than RPP value (3.94± 0.25)% but both of these78

are adjusted only to preserve unitarity, their contribution to the �2 is very small79

both before and after change.80

• Add D+
s ! ⇢(1450)0⇡+ with the rate corresponding to world average D+

s !81

⇢(1450)0⇡+ with ⇢(1450)! ⇡+⇡� of (3.0± 2.0)⇥ 10�4.82

• Set branching fraction of D+
s ! ⌘0⇢+ to world average value of (5.8± 1.5)%.83

• Set non-resonant D+
s ! ⇡+⇡0⇡0 to 0.002 as most of the total rate of D+

s ! ⇡+⇡0⇡0
84

is saturated by D+
s ! f0⇡+ required for D+

s ! ⇡+⇡+⇡�.85

The comparison to world averages after these changes is shown in Fig. 2. After tuning86

the �2 = 57.8 with 72 degrees of freedom. This constitutes significant improvement in87

consistency with world average branching fractions. There are 4 decay modes which have88

pulls larger than 2�:89

1. aaa90
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Summary
➡Mainly consolidation and bug fixes in past few years 

➡ Almost finalised testing framework which allows to cross-check that 
changes do not change things (unless expected) 

❖ Just need bit of work on setup to run tests automatically 

➡Have now first thread-safe version with clear path in next steps to improve 

➡Have an idea how to move forward with decay table update, but requires 
lot of work to perform full update
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